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1. INTRODUCTION
  Paribakht and  Wesche  (1997: 174) stated,  

"The
 long-neglected issue of  vocabulary

acquisition is currently  receiving  attention  in second  language pedagogy  and  research  
-

reflecting  the importance always  accorded'it  by learners." Howeveg  they continue  to say
"But

 it is still far from clear  how  learners acquire  or  how it can  best .be taught." In fagt,
                                                                      .

many  teachers and  researchers  know  that there are  many  dificult problems that remam

unsolved  in .the area  of  effective  EFL  or  ESL  vocabulary  teaching and  learning. Fbr

example,  Krashen (1989: 450) stated  that vocabulary  learning is at best boring and  at

worst  painful. While, Brown  and  Perry (1991: 655) argued  that students  learning English

for higher education  face a formidable task, extrapolating  that an  ESL  student  learning

academic  English would  have to leaM an  average  of  more  than 3,OOO words  per yean

Acquiring the amount  of  necessary  vocabulary  for successfu1  communication  takes a  great

deal of  time  (Nation, 1990: 12), espe6ially  when  words  are  learned incidentallM by reading

books or  listening to others  speaking  (Huckin and  Haynes, 1993: 295;'CoadM 1993: 3).

  
'Ib

 complicate  matters,  some  words  learned after  long and  tedious study  are  quickly

forgotten (Kamioka, 1982; Meara, 1989). Furthermore, some  methods  which  were

reported  to have been developed for effective teaching of  vocabulary  are  used  only  for ･

teaching a  specific  category  of words  (Ellis, 1995: 12). It is also  said  that many  of  the

words  learned and  remembered  cannot  be used  in practical communication:  in speaking,

listening, reading,  or  writing  (Nagy; 1988: 4; Schmitt, 1995: 34).

  We  began our  study  in an  attempt  to develop a  vocabulary  teaching  system,  which.

might  solve,  or  at least, alleviate  some  of  the problems  mentioned  above.

2. PURPOSE  OF  THE  STUDY  
-

  The  purpose of our  study  was  to develop and  compare  the functions of three  types  of

courseware  to be used  in a CALL  system  to teach vocabulary  effectively  to Japanese
college students.  The  final goal of  our  research  was  to develop courseware  for learning

vocabulary  with  the fo11owing characteristics:

  1) Vbcabulary learning tasks that are enioyable,

  2) Vbcabulary learning tasks that are  effective,  
'

  3) Vboabulary learning tasks that promote  learning of a large number  of  words,

  4) Vbeabulary learning tasks that are  not  limited to certain lexicon,

  5) Vbcabulary learning tasks that yield high retention  rates  over  long periods of  time,

     and

  6) Vbcabulary learning tasks that facilitate the learning of words  that can  be used  in
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    .practical

 communication.

3. RESEARCH  ]DESIGN  ･ -

3.1.Deve]opirmentofcoursevvare  

'

  In order  to develop a vocabulary  teaching system  featuring the  characteristics stated
above,  we  decided to introduce a  personal computer  as  a means  of  instruction. We  felt
that the  use  of a personal computer  might  resolve  some  of  the challenges  presented in
vocabulary  study  and  acquisition.  Vbcabulary learning using  a personal computer  might

turn tedious, arduous  study  into an enioyable  task like the .entertainment  found in video
games. Schreck &  Schreck (1991: 472) suggested  this possibility:

     Viewed as  a  new  resource  to help promote! enhance,  and  facilitate learning, the

     computer  has fostered high expectations  of  more  effective,  more  relevant,  more

     motivating,  and  more  innovative new  learning experiences.

  On  the other  hand, we  were  fu11y aware  of  the fact that the state  of  vooabulary  teaching
could  not  instantly be improved by simply  introducing personal computers  to an  English
class.  Levy (1997: 5) afirmed  that, 

"a

 number  pf CALL  projects have not  been driven
directly

 by theory", such  as  instryctional design, language teaching, or'knowledge  of the
applicability  of  the teghnology  Thus, we  decided to take a  three-step approach  in
introducing  personal computers  to our  class,  by developing three  types of  vocabulary

teaching courseware,  one  after  anothen･  
''

  First, the personal computer  was  used  with  a traditional method  of drill and  practice
(Vbcabulary Courseware 1: VC-1). SecondlM game-like activities  were  incorporated iri
addition  to the  dri11 and  practice (Vbcabulary Courseware 2: VC-2). FinallM we  developed
the vocabulary  teaching tasks furthe4 introducing activities  sugg6sted  by theories of

learning or information scienee,  and  utilizing  multimedia  presentation (Vbcabulary
Courseware 3: VC-3). Each str'ucture  of  the courseware  is described in the next  section.

3.2. Structure of  the  courseware

3.2.1. The  drill and  
'practice

 courseware:  VC-1  

'
 

'

                                       '

  The  features of this courseware  can  be summarized  as a simple  dri11 and  practice, text-
only  single-medium  type, within  the  context  of infdrmation processing activities  on  the part
of the learners. The fo11owin'g' are  the steps'bf  learning activities  to be done with  VC-1.

  
Step1

 
A
 
simple

 sentence,  which  coptainF  at leas! one  target word,  appears  on  the
         screen.

  Step 2 Three words,  including thg target word,  together with  the Japanese equivalents

         appearon'.thesc;eenl  
"
 

'

  Step 3 A  simple  sentence  with  three blankS appears  ori the screen.

       
'
 The learner fi11s in the  

'three
 blahks with  the appropriate  words.

         The correct  wQrds  appear.  in rhe blanks when  the  return  key is pressed.
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3.2.2. The  task-based  courseware;  VC-2

  VC-1 was  expanded  to create  VC-2 which  was  composed of  a six-step  learning activity

First, the target words  FAfere classified by topic into 8 groups of 11 to 12 words  each.  The

words  in each  group were  

'studied
 as  a unit.  Then, a chunk,  or  contextualized  phrase

containing  the target word,  and  a simple  sentence  were  given in order  to give a short-and-
easy-to-remember  context  for each  target word.  The  task that the  learners seemed  to

enjoy  the  most  was  that of  typing the  spelling  of  each  word  (Step 4). They spent  more

time on  this task than any  other  task. This might  have been eng'oyable because instarlt

feedback as to the  correctness  of  an  answer  was  given to the  learnez

  The six steps  of  learning activities  to be involved in with  VC-2  are  as  fo11ows:

  Step1 A  list of  11 to 12 target words  (with theJapanese  equivalents)  is presented
         on  the screen.

  Step 2 The target words  are  presented in chunks,  together  with  the Japanese
         equivalents  of  the chunks.

  Step 3 The target words  are  presented 
'in

 sentences,  together with  the Japanese
         equivalents  of  the sentences.  .

  Step 4 The learner types the spelling  of  each  of  the  target words  after the Japanese
         equivalent  is presented. The  computer  checks,  and  gives feedback

         immediately after  he or  she  types the answen  The leamer can  also  check

         the correct  spellings  without typing them.

  Step 5 The  learner tries to retrieve  the meanings  of the target words  presented on

         the screen.  The  learner can  check  the Japanese equivalent  by pressing

         the return  key

  Step 6 
'Ihrget

 words  are  presented in chunks  for the leartier to review  how  the  words

         can  be used.  
'
 '.

3.2.3. The  multimedia  courseware:  VC-3 

'.

  VC-3 is an  expanded  version  of VC-2, which  is composed  of  a 12-step learning activity

Students were  given opportunities  to manipulate  information with  regard  to different

aspects  of  a word,  in a  variety  of ways.  Although, all the tasks in VC-3  were  relatively

simple  to perform, they  were  introduced in logical sequence  in keeping with  established

activities  considered  effective  in `theories
 of learning,' 

`systems

 science,'  and  
`information

  
- t

sclence.  
-

  With VC-3, the-students were  given ample  opportunity  to process information about

the target words  in terms  of their visual  and  acoustic  properties (Steps 1, 2, 3,' 5, 10, and

11). Such tasks, in turn, may  have helped the  learners' processing of  information on  a

deeper semantic  level by relating  the target words  to their existing  cognitive  structures.

Other tasks should  have helped the students  to dir'ectly process information on  the

semantic  level.

  The following series  of  12 steps  in four stages  are  the  learning activities  to be engaged

in with  VC-3. -
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   S'IZAGE I GIVING  MOTIVIAITION FOR  THE  STUDY

    Step 1 A  picture which  is eonsidered  to be the most  appropriate  for the  meanings  of

           aset  of  10 words  grouped to be taught in one  session  is presented on  the

      
'
 screen.  The  pronunciation of  all the  words  are  presented one  after another

           while  viewing  the picture on  the screen.  
'

   S'I:AGE II PRESEN'I;ATION  OF  THE  TARGET  WORDS  
'

    Step 2 
'Ibn

 words  (spellings and  Japanese equivalents)  in the set  are  presented

           together  in one  ftame of the  screen.  The  learner confirms  the pronunciation

           of each  word  by'choosing the word  and  pressing the space  bar:

    Step3 Each target word  is presented in the context  of  three chunks.  Learners can

           hear the pronunciation by pressing the space  ban The  meahing  of the chunk

           is presented on  the screen  approximately  two  seconds  after the
           pronunciation. The  reason  for this delay is to avoid  overloading  the  learner's

           perceptive effbrt  and  activity  and  also  to allow  the learner to think actively

           about  
'the

 meaning  of the chunk  before it is given.
    Step 4 The definition or  meaning  of  each  word,  as described in monolingual

           dictionaries, is given on  the screen.  Descriptions of  the definitions are

           divided into two groups of five and  presented in two frames so  that the

           learners are  not  overwhelmed  by too much  infbrmation in one  frame.

   S'I:AGE III flZASKS FOR  LEARNING

    Step 5 Learners retrieve  the target words  from the  definitions that are  presented on

           the  screen.  Learners can  confirm  the spelling  of the target word  by pressing
           the  return  key The  pronunciation is also  presented two  seconds  laten

    Step 6 Learners retrieve  the meaning  for each  target word  presented on  the screen

          and  can  confirm  the  Japanese equivalent  by pressing  the return  key

    Step 7 Learners retrieve  the spelling  for eachJapanese  equivalent  presented and

          can  confirm  the spelling  by pressing the return  key

    Step 8 Learners write  all the target words  and  chunks  in their notebooks  twice.

    Step 9 The context  of  the target words  is presented in English sentences  in

          conjunction  with  their Japanese equivalents.  A  blank in parentheses is

          provided for the target word.  If the leamer presses the  space  bar; the target

          word  appears  in the  blank. Six frames are  used  for this activitM  presenting

          five chunks  in each  frame. The  chunks  fbr each  target word  are  arranged

          so  that they appear  in different frames.

  STAGE  IV CONFIRMATION  AND  REVIEW  WORK

   Step 10 ･ The same  as  Step 2 described above.
   Stepll ThesameasStepldescribedabove.  

'
 

'
 

'
 .

   Step 12 Learners are  requested  to generate and  write  one  sentence  for each  target
           word  in their notebooks.

  Subjects were  instructed to study  one  set of words  through the 12 steps  in this orden
Howeven  they were allowed  to repeat  any  or  all the  steps  within  the time  allotted.
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3.3. Materials
3.3.1. Words 

'taught

  VC-11VC-2: 89 business-related words  selected  from Business EOrglish Mastez

            e.g., deduction, itinerar}c transaction, premium, deal.

  VC-3 : 140 words  selected  from a TV  sitcom,  a  college-level  lecture, and  a  movie,

            e.g., confiscate,  prudent, vulgaritM  shrewd,  violate,  impede.

3.3.2. Chunks  taught  
-

  The chunks  were  extracted  from the transcriptions of  the resource  used  for collecting

the target words.  See 3.2.2. for the explanation  of  chunks.

VC-1:

VC-2  :'

VC-3:

No  chunks  were  taught.. , .

Examples of  chunks  taught in VC-2 were  as fo11ows:

  (annual) to finish the  annual  report

  (petition) A  petition has been filed.

Examples of chunks  taught  in VC-3 were  as  fo11ows:

  (provocative) Theyareprovocative.

               his provocative words

               He  is just being provocative.
  (violate) violate  the students'  right

               They  violated  my  privacy

            ･ violatethepeace

3.3.3. Grouping of  target  words  
'
 

･

  VC-lfVC-2: Eighty-nine words  were  randomly  divided into 8 sets,  11 to 12 wo.rds

            each.

  VC-3 : One  hundred and  forty words  were  classified  into 14 sets, 10 words

            each. 
'I)gn

 words  in each  set  were  selected  according  to the topic

            category  to which  they were  considered  to belong.

3.4. Instrumentation '

  VC-11VC-2: 17 sets  of  personal.computers (NEC PC-9801 DS)

  VC-3 : 17 sets  of personal computers  (NEC PC-9821 Ce2)

3.5. 'TYme

 Spent for Tbaching
  VC-1/VC-2:  4 weeks,  200 minutes  in total

  VC-3 : 8 weeks,  500 minutes  in total

3.6. Number  of  Tbaching Sessions
  VC-11VC-2: 4 sessions  (The subjects  were  allowed  to stop  studying  when  they  were

            convinced  that they  had learned all the target words  of  the session.)

  VC-3 : 8 sessions  (The subjects  were  also  allowed  to stop  studying  when  they

            were  convinced  that they  had learned all the  target wqrds  of  the session.)
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'3.7.
 Experimental  Sutbjects

   VC-lfVC-2: 17 students  of  Chiba University who  were  majoring  in TESOL

             (mostly juniors and  seniors)  , ,

   VC-3  : 17 students  of  Chiba University who  were  majoimg  in TESOL

             (mostly juniors and  seniors)

3.8. feaching Schedule

  VC-1!VC-2: Eight sets  of  target words  were  taught  in 4 sessions:  the

            2sets in each  session.  -

VC-3

subjects  learned

: Fburteen sets  of  target words  Were taught  in 8 sessions:  the subjects

 learned 2 new  sets  in each  session.  In order  to teach 140 words  in the

 8 sessions  through  the  principle of  spaced  practice, the fo11owing schedule

 was  designed.

    One session  was  composed  of  three  sub-sessions:  an  acbievement  test

 session,  a review  session,  and  a  study  session. We  introdpced a technique

 called  
`spaced

 practice,' the  practice of  studying  various  skills  in short

 intervals interspersed with  study sessions  on  other  topics (Anderson,
 1980), and  distributed the  three  sub-sessions  as  presented in the table

 below .

SessionAchievement  test Review Study
   1

   2
   3

   4･5

   6
   7
   8

                                 set  1

   set  1 set  1 l,i,lilliltlrv'E"'ll･it'･,',//1/,3"':li'･II-S
\.-leli'liil,iii'"ts"iE':i2..;:,{::,i,3'l:'i'i':･ig/l'll'iiifjitL'i'l"'liiE2.?:.i.ir{'3;},E･:.?,: sets  4, 5

  , sets  .4, 5 . . sets  4, 5 isj'･]iS.,tt i,I'ilew//J,l'i/'e7.1.:l/l:' ･
 t .t .tt . tt tt tt tt ttttttt ttt tttt ttt. zat tt .tttttt ttt tt tttt tt t   t tt t ttt tt ttt tttttttt
'-z･,/-l･o･:･fis.ees/I.T,./l6.;',i'l･:!l.i,//i･/･i'1/･･:;'f･,![･{se'

 ts}"iqj'lil'llZ.;..l;,:l'.111 sets  8, 9

   ･sets s, g sets-s,  g 
'E'･t//l'i':st,ilii.m/l"l.S.lg/:'i.tt'S.l,,"lgl"li'l,l',

X,ll-li'.:kk5is1･il),(El-;iiti.iU,ii'iEC,lll･li;･litk" .l'l･/l'ii,ij..],i･gl.tlXil'll,;I'.l sets  i2, i3

   sets  12, 13 sets  1-13  -. set  .14  .

3.9, Methods  of  evaluation

  VC-1!VC-2: A  pretest, an  immediate posttest with  an  intervening task added,  and  a

            delayed (5 weeks)  posttest were  administered,  Fbur types of  tests were

            employed  in the delayed posttest: a)  Definition test, b) Identfication test 1,

            c) Identhication test 2, and  d) Gap-fi11ing test (multiple choice  type).

               
'IWo

 types  of  questionnaires were  administered  to elicit the  learners'

            impression of  using  the courseware:  pne, free-response questions, and  the

            othez  response-selection  questions. ･

  VC-3  : A  pretest and  two  delayed (9 and  11 weeks)  posttests were  administered.

   
'
 Fbur types of  tests were  employed:  a) Recognition test (multiple choice

             type), b) IdentMcation test, c)  Definition test (multiple choice  type), and
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            d) Gap-fi11ing test (multiple choice  t]ype).

              TWo  types of  questionnaires were  also prepared. The first questionnaire
            employed  free-response questions; the second  consisted  of  response-

             selection  questions.

  Sample test items used  for VC-1, VC-2  and  VC-3  are presented in Appendices 1 and  2.

4. RESULTS
4.1. 

'I;est

 Scores

  The  results  of  experimenta11y  teaching  vocabulary  by using  VC-1, VC-2, and  VC-3  are

summarized  and  presented  in 
'Ihbles

 1, 2, and  3. The  data of  
'Ihbles

 2 and  3 are  also

presented in Figures 1 and  2 respectively  The  data collected  by questionnaires are

presented fo11owing the presentation of  the data in 
'Ihbles

 and  Figures.

  The  raw  scores  of the uncorrected  proportion  of the  multiple  ehoice  .tests 
were

corrected  to obtain  the data shown  in Tables 1, 2 and  3. The correction  w4s  made  by

referring  to the  table developed by Guilford (1954: 421) for deleting the  portion of  the

score  attributable  to chance  success,  
'

  Before the VC-1 and  the VC-2 subjects  started  to learn the  target words,  their average

score  in the identification type pretest was  16%. After the subjects  learned 89 words  in 4

sessions,  the results  of  the  immediate posttests were  compared  between VC-1  and  VC-2.

Each of  the immediate posttests was  given only  in the first three sessions,  after  an

intervening task; The  effect  of  teaching  in all four sessions  was  examined  in the  delayed

posttest. The diffk)rence in the mean  rates  of  immediate posttests of  79%  (VC-1) and  92%

(VC-2) was  statistically significant ('Ihble 1). On  the other  hand, the  difference of  33%  and

34%, which  was  observed  in the delayed posttest between VC-1  and  VC-2, was  not

statistically  signhicant  ('Ilable 2 and  Figure 1).

fable 1.The  rate  of  immediate  recall  as  observed  after

each  of  the  three  stud  sessions  res  ectivel

1 2 3 Mean
VC-1VC-2 71(%)92 8692 8191 7992

t 2.887* O.828 2.150* 2.572*
*p<O.05

Table 2.Retention  rates  observed  after  teaching
with  VC-1,  VC-2,  and  VC-3  res  ectivel

Courseware Ela sed  time  (weeks)
o 1 2 3 4 56 7 8 91011

VC-1 79(%) - 30 3233
VC-2 92 61 414034
VC-3 989799  9997989796969393

 Note: -No  data collected

Before the  VL3 subjectsstarted  to learn these target words,  their mean  score  in the
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identification type pretest was  31%. They learned 140 words  in 8 sessions.  They spent

an  average  of 3.6 minutes  per word,  which  was  1.6 times more  than the  time  the subiects
spent  with  VC-1 and  VC-2. Howeveg  the retention  rate  for the VC-3  students  was

considerably  better After one  week  of  studM  the students  were  able to recognize  and

recall  98%  of  the target words.  Futtheg in an  unannounced  delayed posttest given 11
weeks  after  the first study  session  was  administered,  the retention  rate  remained  93%
('Ihble2and figure 1). .

  
'In

 order  to examine  whether  the  target words  of  VC-3 were  leamed deeply enough  so

that the  subjects  could  use  them  in'practical'communication, we  administered a battery of
4 types of  test (see 3.9 and  Appendix 2) developed locallY The  data in 'Ihble

 3 and  figure
2 show  that the  learners were  able  to･score higher than  85%  on  all 4 tests of  the delayed

posttests, and  a small  variahce  could' be seen  amohg  the rates  on  the  4 tests.

A*v=o'3=-o2tsecaec

100  rn

gst
ggI
28t

    I3o
 i '

    '2o
 b･

i8d e

ptajgof
 sc<Jklr

-

--e-  VC-3

-tr-
 VC-2

-an-  VC-  1

Kamioka (

                     .-L .L-].Ll

           O1234567891011

                 Elapsed time  (weeks)

Figure 1. Retention rates  observed  after  teaching  with  VC-1, VC-2, and  VC-3

  
"
 The data from Kamioka (1982) are  added  for reference.  Kamioka reported

    that students  remembered  33%  of  the  words  they had learned one  week

    earlier  Three weeks  after  they had originally  learned the words,  they

    remembered  4.8%.

Thble 3.Retention  rates  (VC-3: 10  &  11 weeks)  as  observed

respectivelyb  4types  of  vocabulary  tests .

- Testty Elapsed time  (week) Mean
10 11

Recognition test' 99(%) 100 99.5
Identdication test 93 88 90.5
Definition test" 85 88 88.0
Ga 

-fi11ing
 test* 95 94 94.5

*multiple
 choice  test (4 alternative  choices)
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Figure 2. Mean  rates  of  10  and  11-week  retention  rates  as  observed

 respectively  by 4 types  of  vocabulary  tests

4.2. Questiormaires
  After the VC-1 and  VC-2 study  sessions  were  completed,  we  conducted  the fo11ow-up

questionnaires and  
･asked

 which  of  the  courseware  the  subiects  would  prefer to use.  It

was  revealed  that all of  them  preferred the VC-2  system.  They were  further asked  why

they preferred VC-2 to VC-1, and  the typical responses  were  as  fo11ows:

     I do not  want  to have VC-1 because:

       .  I felt sleepy  while  I was  studying  with  it.

        .  It was  not  easy  to learn vocabulary  with  it. On  the  other  hand,

            it was  easy  to forget the  words  Which I learned with  it

            after a  hard work.

     I want  to have VC-2 because:

        e  I could  learn words  from a yariety  bf points of  viewL

        e  I could  remember  chunks  better than longer sentences  which  we  saw  in VC-1.

        eIthinkIcan  use  words  in the chunksIlearned.

  These data imply that there is a difference in learners' affective  response  to the VC-1

and  VC-2, although  this was  not  evident  in the quantitative data of 
'Ihbles

 1 and  2.

  The  VC-3  learners responded  to the following response-selection  questions after

studying  with  it: .
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Yes No

Did you  eop`oy the vocabulary  1earning?

Do  you want  to learn more  words  with  VC-3?
 88(%)
100

12o

  
'IWo

 of  the typical responses  to the free-response questions given to the VC-3 subjects

are  presented below:

While I was  learning new  words  with  VC-3, I was  tempted  to read  an  English
newspaper  whichIhad  never  thoughtIcould. Iwas so  happy whenIfound  that
I could  understand  the main  article  on  the  first page.

When I was  listening to economic  news  on  BBC, I found surprisingly  many  words

we  learned in class,  and  I could  understand-the  news  much  better than before.

5. ]I])ISCUSSION

  As stated  at the beginning of this papeg  the  final goal of  our  research  was  to develop
vocabulary  teaching courseware  which had six  characteristics.  Data anqlyses  are  reported

fbr each  of  the  characteristics.  
'

1) Vbcabulary learning tasks that are  enioyable.

  It was  clear  from the results  of ,the questionnaires, conducted  after  the subjects  studied

with  VC-3, that the  experimental  subjects  ･enjoyed  learning vocabulary,  and  also  they  were

motivated  to study  longer and  to study･  m, ore  words  with  it.

2) Vbcabulary learning tasks that are  effective.

  The  learners spent  3.6 minutes,  or  1.6'times more  time, in learning one  wotd  with  VC-
3 than  the  time  needed  to study  with  VC-1  or VC-2. Howeveg  they $cored the highest
retention  rate,  93 %, with  VC-3, and,. in addition,  this 3.6 minutes  is 10 percent less than
the time needed  to learn vocabulary  by inCidenta1 learning, which  is rePorted  to be 4.0
minutes  (Krashen, 1989: 449). Thus, if we  also  take such  additional  facts as the fo11owing
into consideration  that incidenta1 learning has many  drawbacks  and  limitations, it may  be

said  that the learners studied  vocabulary  effectively  with  VC-3. Among  others,

researchers  have expressed  sueh  drawbacks as  the  fo11owing in the vocabulary  instruction
via  incidental learning: students  don't know enough  vocabulary  to acquire  vocabulary

incidenta11y through extensive  reading  (CoadM 1993: 7), the  process by which  
"incidental"

acquisition  through  reading  occurs  is slow....  and  there is no  way  to predict which  words

will be learned, when,  nor  to what  degree (Paribakht &  Wesche, 1997: 174), progress is
slow  and  haphazard, and  meaning-based  language use  activities  are  not  necessarily

sufficient  for internalization of all the lexico-semantic-syntactic features and  relationships

that underlie  accurate  production in the L2 (Paribakht &  Wesche, 1997: ･175).
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3) Vbeabulary learning tasks that promote learning of  a 1arge number  of  words.

  Most of  the experiments  on  vocabulary  instruction conducted  by other  researchers

dealt a limited number  of  only  30 or  40  words  (Kamioka, 1982; Ellis, 
'Ihnaka,

 &  Yhmazaki,

1994; Knight, 1994; Aizawa, 1996; Duquette, Renie &  Laurieg 1998). In contrast,  in 500 -

minutes  of this study  with  VC-3, we  taught 140 words.  A  fo11ow-up ･study further showed

that 3 $ets of VC73 could  be used  to teach 374 words  and  idioms over･  a period of 4 months.

Accordingly, we  concluded  that we  could  develop a  vocabulary  teaching system  that

promotes  learning of a lar:ge number  of words.

4) Vbcabulary learning tasks that are  not  limited to certain  lexicon.

  A  broad selection  of words'  could  be taught via  VC-3. Wbrds to be taught were  not

limited by methodology  as  it was  in keyword method  or  in incidenta1 learning. The  target

words  in this' study  were  selected  from a variety  of materials  including a college-level

lecture, a TV  sitcom,  and  a movie,  and  students  adquired  most,  if not  all of  the  target

words.  
'
 

'

5) Vbcabulary learning tasks that yield high retention  rates  over  long periods of time.

  The data presented  in 
'Ihble'

 2 and  Figure 1 show  that  the  retention  rate  of  words

learned with  VC-3,were fairly high, in keeping with  the fifth characteristic  listed in our

proposed process of vocabulary  teaching. ･

6) Vbcabulary learning tasks that facilitate the learning of  words,  that can  be used  in . 
-

  practical com'munication.

  The data presented in 
'Ihble

 3 and  in Figure 2 are the  basis to support  the  conclusion

that vocabulary  learned with  the  VC-3  system  is likely to be used  appropriately  in practical
communication.  In the four types of  test, subjects  were  tested on  their ability  to produce

the words  in addition to recognize  them, and  the  words  ,were  presented orally  as  well'as

visually  Moreove4 the subjects  were  tested on  the knowledge of  how  the words  are  used

in contexts.  ConsequentlM the fact that there  was  a  relatively  small  variance  among  the

average  scores  obtained  in the four types of  test indicates that  the  VC-3  system  as

vocabulary  teaching courseware  may  help learners improve, not  only  their krpowledge of

words,  but also  their communicative  proficiency ･ ･･ . ',

  Another fbllow-up study  conducted  recently  at  Center for Fbreign Lapguages of  Chiba
University also  supports  the  supposition.  In the experiment,  it was  found that VC-3  could

replace  one  of  the two  sets  of  courseware  which  had elifectively  been used  in improving

their students'  English proficiency (Listening and  Reading Courseware: LRC), without

lowering their ethciency  as  a teaching  system.  This means  that, by using  VC-3, in place o'f

one  of  the  LRCs, teachers ban increase the flexibility of the choice  of  vocabulary  they want

to teach more  easily than if they have to use  two  sets  of LRCs  which  had been developed

for improving students'  English proficiency in general. 
'
 .
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6. CONCLUSIONS

   The objective  of  our  study  was  not  to observe  or  compare  the eMcacy  of  introducing
some  of the new  techniques or  elements  into a  vocabulary  teaching  system.  Ratheg it was
to obserye  the functions and  compare  the effects of using  three sets  of courseware,  the
drill and  practice courseware  (VC-1); the task-based  courseware  (VC-2), and  the
multimedia  courseware  (VC-3), which  were  developed one  after  another  as tota1 systems
of  vocabulary  instruction.

   As a total teaching system,  VC-3  was  found to be by far the best of  the  three  sets  of

courseware  developed in this study  VC-1 was  stru.cturally  simple  and  was  easy  to

develop. Howeveg  the learners could  not  learn words  as  well  as they  did with  other

systems.  They  clid not  enjoy  learning with  it,'eithen

  The  learners could  learn words  more  thoroughly  with  VC-2 than with  VC-1, and  they
also  enjoyed  using  it as  a teaching  system.  Nevertheless, the retention  rate  of  the  words

they learned with  VC-2  was  not  as  high as  we  expected.

  ,The  structure  of  VC-3  was  not  simple  and  the teaching schedule  for using  it was  also

relatively  complex.  Therefore, the learners spent  more  time in learning words  with it
than with other  systems.  Howeveg  the learners enioyed  studying  with  it, could  learn a
large number  of various  kinds of  words  deeplM  and  scored  a high retention  rate.

Moreovez they not  only  learned the  target words  well  with  VC-3, but they could  also

impr6ve their English proficien6y

  After comparing  the signifioantly  dfierent results  obtained  by using  three vocabulary
teaching courseware,  we  concluded  that, 1) the  use  of a computer  itseif was  not  a solution
to the  improvement of  teaching and  learning vocabulary,  2) manipulation  of  a text, or  only

learning the spelling  and  the meaning  Uapanese. equivalents)  of  a word,  was  not  elifective

fbr teaching vocabulary  and,  3) presenting information via  multimedia  on  a CALL  system

significantly  enhanced  vocabulary  learning, 
'provided

 it did not  overload  the  learners'
infbrmation processing capaeities  for each  task.

  The  results  of using  VC-3 for teaching  English vooabulary  to Japanese college  students

led us  to conclude  that, 1) a number  of  the  propositions of  theories of  learning, if
systematically  combined,  could  be used  for increasing ethciency  in teaching vocabulaiy,  2)
many  kinds of  words,  and  also  a  large number  of  words,  could  be taught  effectively by the
innovative use  of multimedia  facilities in the CALL  systems,  and,  3) spaced  practice
helped considerably  to improve the retention  of efft}ctively  learned vocabulary.
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APPENDIX  1 Sample  test items used.for  VC-1  and  VC-2  -

  The fbllowing are  the examples  of  the .test items used  for VC-1 and  VC-2.

 a) Definitiontest 
'
 . 

'
 

'-

    Definitionsi quoted from an English dictionary are  presented. The learners recall  a

    word  which  rnatches  each  of  them.

    (1) to carry  out,  especially  a  Piece of･business  or  trade 
'[
 

'
 ]

    (2)apayment made  to buy insurance [ ]
 b) Identification testl  

'
 ･ . .

    English words  are  presented. The learners read  the word  and  give the Japanese
    equivalent  fbr each  English word.

    (1)athliate [ l 
''

 
'
 

'
 ･

    (2)purchase 
'
 [' ]･

 c)  Identhication test2 ･

    Japanese are  presented. The  leamers read  the  word  and  give the English equivalent
    foreachJapanese. -

 
''

 -

    a.)itsteptdi-g-6 [ . ]
    (2)B(belg .,  [ ] - -

 d) Gap-filling test , 
'
 .'  

'･
 

''.

    Sentences, each  with  6ne blank space  are  presented. The  learners choose  one  word  '

    from the 22 words  listed belbw to fi11 the blank. '

    (1) Advertising [ ] the  sale  of products.
    (2) Many of us  remember  the' great [' ] of the  1930s.

promote, surplus,  depression,. ... , profit

  
t.

APPENDIX  2 Sample  test items used  for VC-3 -
'･
 
i
 The fo11owing are  the examples  of  the test items used  for VC-3.

 a) Recognition test ･

    Wbrds recorded  on  an  audiotape  are  presented and  the  learners choose  the best
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   Japanese equivalent  for each  wortl  presented from the 4 alternative  choices  listed.

   (1) (prudent) Miga  pt..i"ig tapmig ptVutabU
   (2)(pursue) stet6  !tzb  £ n(t6  tiEm-g-6
b) Identhication test

   Wbrds recorded  on  an  audiotape  are  presented and  the learners recall  and  write

   down  the  best Japanese equivalent  for each  word  presented.
   (1) (confiscate) [ ]
   (2) (tuition) [ ]
c)  Definition test

 Definitions quoted from an  English dictionary are  presented. 
'The

 learners choose  an

 appropriate  word  imm  each  of he definitions from four alternative  choices  presented.

 (1) the act  of measuring  and  recording  the  details of  something

        contract  survey  profit discrete

   (2) to declare something  to be wrong  or  untruthfu1

        contradict  expel  uphold  impede ,

d) Gap-fi11ing test .

   Sentences, each  with  one  blank space  are  presented. The  learners choose  one  word

   from the  four words  listed below each  sentence  to fi11 the  blank.

   (1) The government[  ]the use  of  chemical  weapons.

        confiscated  banned nurtured  attributed

   (2) Discover the hidden [ ] in each  child.

        outcome  validity  branch 
'
 potential
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